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2222 Executive SummaryExecutive SummaryExecutive SummaryExecutive Summary    

 

• Attendance Attendance Attendance Attendance –––– Audience Profiles Audience Profiles Audience Profiles Audience Profiles: : : : Dance audiences in Greater Manchester 

typically demonstrate an over representation of Wealthy Achiever and Urban 

Prosperity types, an average representation of Comfortably Off types and a 

significant under representation of Moderate Means and Hard Pressed types. 

Socio economic profiling of the respondents from the individual DD initiatives 

showed that Alice in Wonderland, Urban Moves 08 and Big Dance 08 were 

particularly successful in attracting atypical dance audiences, as were (to a 

lesser degree) the MEN Reader Events.    

• Attendance Attendance Attendance Attendance –––– Frequency and artform:  Frequency and artform:  Frequency and artform:  Frequency and artform: Significant proportions of those who are 

non or lapsed attenders to dance have watched dance performances or 

programmes on TV. This indicates that there are barriers to attendance not 

associated with artform, and that there is a potential market which would 

benefit from specific development initiatives.  

• Barriers Barriers Barriers Barriers –––– Cost: Cost: Cost: Cost:    Cost was revealed to be the most significant barrier to 

attendance for the majority of dance audiences. However, ticket cost was 

perceived to be more of a problem for those who already attended dance than 

for first time audiences. This implies that other barrier are more significant, 

and that offering cheap or free tickets will not necessarily engage new 

audiences for dance. 

• Barriers Barriers Barriers Barriers –––– Location and Venue: Location and Venue: Location and Venue: Location and Venue:    Barriers associated with location and venue 

are not specific to dance as an artform. However, the success of the DD 

initiatives which sought to specifically address these issues demonstrate how 

often this is a barrier to arts attendance. The personal approach used by 

some of the initiatives may prove too resource consuming for some 

organisations, but the majority of barriers can be overcome by clear 

information about transport links and parking options. In addition, outdoor 

events – taking the performance to the audience – proved very successful in 
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engaging new audiences. However, further work is to be done in encouraging 

these audiences to then visit a venue. 

• Barriers Barriers Barriers Barriers –––– Marketing  Marketing  Marketing  Marketing and Communications:and Communications:and Communications:and Communications:    For non-arts attenders, knowing 

where to access information about events and performances is often a 

significant barrier, although the proportions who consider this a barrier have 

decreased noticeably in the past 4 years. There are also issues of confusion 

and misdirection with marketing copy for dance. With regard to marketing 

channels, new audiences are more likely to be exposed to word of mouth and 

printed materials, as online marketing is often targeted to those who have 

already expressed an interest in the subject. 

• Barriers Barriers Barriers Barriers –––– Artform: Artform: Artform: Artform:    Perceptions of dance did not indicate that the artform itself 

is seen as a barrier, although there were issues around gender: it was largely 

considered to be a ‘woman’s thing’. For most of the individual surveys 

however, only low proportions of respondents replied that they were 

uninterested in dance. It is clear however, that elements such as narrative, 

music and the visual spectacle are important for increasing the engagement 

of the new audiences. 

• Barriers Barriers Barriers Barriers –––– Respondent Lifestyle:  Respondent Lifestyle:  Respondent Lifestyle:  Respondent Lifestyle: With regards to respondent lifestyle, ‘too 

busy’ was the most significant reason given for lack of attendance. This is 

encouraging, as innovative programming can aim to fit performances into 

busy modern schedules.  

• Motivations for attendance:Motivations for attendance:Motivations for attendance:Motivations for attendance:    The surveys assessed motivations for attendance 

to the specific performance being attended rather than motivations for 

attending dance in general. Loyalty to the performing company was an 

important factor in the case of the better known companies.  

• Participation and dance:Participation and dance:Participation and dance:Participation and dance:    Unsurprisingly, there are clear links between 

participation in dance and dance attendance: those who participate are more 

likely to attend performances. However, after digging down into the different 

types of dance participation such as in nightclubs or at home reveals there is 

little different between current and non attenders/partcipants. The challenge 
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for marketers in this instance is to link this frequent casual dancing to 

participation and attendance at the artform. 

• Experience:Experience:Experience:Experience: The DD project was a highly enjoyable experience for a high 

majority of respondents. A significant number also stated at a number of 

events that it exceeded expectations  

• Impact of the DD InitiativeImpact of the DD InitiativeImpact of the DD InitiativeImpact of the DD Initiative: : : : The methodology used by the surveys made it 

difficult to track the success of the events in the form of repeat visits and new 

audiences for dance. However, the experience of attending dance 

performances as part of the DD initiatives impacted favourably on the majority 

of audiences and succeeded in encouraging them to attend dance 

performances in future. 
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3333     IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
 

It is hoped that venues and organisations programming dance will find this 

evaluation useful in attracting new audiences for dance in Greater Manchester. It 

provides suggestions and recommendations supported by research that has been 

collected during the course of the Discover Dance (DD) project, assessing the various 

factors associated with audience engagement.  

 

3.13.13.13.1 Audience ProfilesAudience ProfilesAudience ProfilesAudience Profiles    

The first part of the evaluation summarises the research findings from the separate 

DD initiatives to build up a profile of those who engaged with the initiative, assessing 

the following aspects of profile and behaviour: 

• Demographic profiles 

• Attendance behaviour 

• Barriers to attendance, including cost, venue and location, marketing and 

communication, artform and genre, and respondent lifestyle.  

• Motivations for attendance 

• Links between participation in dance and attendance 

• Experience of attendance 

 

3.23.23.23.2 Success Success Success Success of the Discover Dance of the Discover Dance of the Discover Dance of the Discover Dance projectprojectprojectproject    

The second part evaluates the overall success of the Discover Dance project in line 

with its initial aims and objectives. The project’s aim was to ‘increase and develop 

audiences for dance across Greater Manchester through a range of schemes and 

initiatives’ between 2005 and 2008. To do this, the number of previous non 

attendees for dance that were engaged during the course of the project has been 

calculated, as well as the impact of the various initiatives in changing audience 

behaviour. 
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4444 Research mResearch mResearch mResearch methodologyethodologyethodologyethodology    
 

Data was gathered from 11 separate initiatives during the course of the DD project. 

Fig .1 provides brief details of each of these initiatives, including number of 

responses, and response rate where possible. Not all of these initiatives were 

organised as a part of Discover Dance – for some (elaborated below), AAM was 

involved in a marketing, research or evaluation capacity. Further details of the 

research sources can be found in Appendix (i). 

 

Research collection took the form of paper based (either onsite or posted) or online 

surveys. These surveys were not standardised across all the events, although they 

explored similar attitudes and behaviours. Individual evaluations of each event may 

be requested from AAM as separate documents. 

 

The MEN Reader Events and Dance Journeys initiatives comprised a number of 

separate performances between 2006 and 2008. Responses across all separate 

MEN Reader Events, and all 6 Dance Journeys have been collated for the purpose of 

analysing general trends.  

 
It should be noted that although the responses for Dance Journeys and for Alice In 

Wonderland are small and would not normally be considered robust sample sizes, 

this is due to the limited numbers of tickets available through each initiative: the 

response rate was actually quite high: 62.5%62.5%62.5%62.5% and 58%58%58%58% respectively. 

 
Fig 1: Fig 1: Fig 1: Fig 1: Summary of Summary of Summary of Summary of DDDDiscover iscover iscover iscover DDDDanceanceanceance    initiativesinitiativesinitiativesinitiatives and survey responses and survey responses and survey responses and survey responses    

DateDateDateDate    InitiativeInitiativeInitiativeInitiative    Description Description Description Description     RRRResponseesponseesponseesponse    OrganiserOrganiserOrganiserOrganiser    

 
2005 

 
Urban Moves 

 
3 day festival at various 
outdoor sites in Greater 
Manchester 
 

 
415 
(response 
rate unknown) 
 

 
DIGM 

 
2006  

 
Urban Moves/ Big 
Dance 

 
Showcase of dance at 
various outdoor sites in 
Greater Manchester 
 

 
351 
(response 
rate unknown) 

 
DIGM & ACE 

March MEN Reader Various events, venues and 284  AAM (DD) 
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2006 – 
April 
2008 
 

Events  
 
 

dance genres 
 

(response 
rate: 40.5%) 
 

 
March 
2006 – 
April 
2008  
 

 
Dance Journeys 
 
 

 
Various events, venues and 
dance genres 
 

 
30  
(response 
rate: 62.5%) 
 

 
AAM (DD) 

 
July 
2006 – 
Jan 2008 

 
Online survey 

 
Invites to complete the 
survey via Artslist website 
and e newsletters, the AAM 
website and links on 
member/partners websites 
 

 
152 
(response 
rate unknown) 

 
AAM (DD) 

 
Aug 06 & 
Oct 06 

 
Oldham Open 
Day/ENB Alice in 
Wonderland 

 
Open day: dance workshops, 
performance talks, activities 
etc at Gallery Oldham 
 
Performance of Alice In 
Wonderland by the English 
National Ballet at The Palace 
and Opera House 
 

 
29 
(response 
rate: 58%) 

 
AAM (DD) 

 
2007 

 
The Wedding 
Dance  

 
Salsa dance/musical at The 
Octagon, Bolton 

 
292  
(response 
rate: 29.2%) 
 

 
AAM (DD) 

 
Dec 
2007 

 
Cyrano de 
Bergerac   
 

 
Theatre performance of 
Cyrano de Bergerac at the 
Royal Exchange 
 

 
45 

 
AAM (DD) 

 
2008 
 

 
British Dance 
Editions 

 
 

 
124 from 
mailing 
(response 
rate: 3.17%) 
206 from 
audiences 
 

 
BDE08 

 
July 
2008 
 

 
Urban Moves 

 
Showcase of dance at 
various sites outdoors in 
Greater Manchester 
 

 
421 
(response 
rate unknown) 
 

 
DIGM 

 
July 
2008 

 
Big Dance 

 
Various sites outdoors in 
Greater Manchester and 
Liverpool. Many participatory 
activities. 

 
324 
(response 
rate unknown) 

 
ACE 
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5555 FindingsFindingsFindingsFindings    

 

In order to standardise the findings gathered from the various initiatives, a 

framework has been constructed with a number of categories under which the 

audience can be analysed. These headings capture the characteristics, behaviour 

and perceptions of attendees: 

• ProfilProfilProfilProfileeeessss: analysis of the socio economic profiles (using ACORN profiling) of 

respondents in comparison to typical dance audiences in Greater Manchester 

• AttendanceAttendanceAttendanceAttendance    bbbbehaviourehaviourehaviourehaviour:::: assessment of the frequency of dance attendance, 

and comparisons between artform 

• BarriersBarriersBarriersBarriers: real and/or perceived barriers to dance attendance    

• MotivationsMotivationsMotivationsMotivations: : : : reasons for attending the DD initiative 

• Participation:Participation:Participation:Participation: links between attendance and participation in dance activities 

• ExperienceExperienceExperienceExperience: : : : experience of the DD initiative 

• ImpactImpactImpactImpact::::    assessment of the success of the DD project in attracting and 

engaging first time    attendees, and    how attendance at a DD initiative has 

impacted on likely dance attendance behaviour in future 

Fig2: Fig2: Fig2: Fig2: Analysis cAnalysis cAnalysis cAnalysis categories and ategories and ategories and ategories and respective respective respective respective DD DD DD DD initiatives at which data was capturedinitiatives at which data was capturedinitiatives at which data was capturedinitiatives at which data was captured    

    Urban Urban Urban Urban 
Moves Moves Moves Moves 
05050505    

Urban Urban Urban Urban 
Moves/ Moves/ Moves/ Moves/ 
Big Big Big Big 
Dance Dance Dance Dance 
06060606    

MEN MEN MEN MEN 
Reader Reader Reader Reader 
EventsEventsEventsEvents    

Dance Dance Dance Dance 
JourneysJourneysJourneysJourneys    

Online Online Online Online 
SurveySurveySurveySurvey    

Alice in Alice in Alice in Alice in 
WonderlandWonderlandWonderlandWonderland    

The The The The 
Wedding Wedding Wedding Wedding 
DanceDanceDanceDance    

Cyrano Cyrano Cyrano Cyrano 
de de de de 
BergeracBergeracBergeracBergerac    

British British British British 
DaDaDaDance nce nce nce 
EditionsEditionsEditionsEditions    

Urban Urban Urban Urban 
Moves Moves Moves Moves 
08080808    

Big Big Big Big 
Dance Dance Dance Dance 
08080808    

Profile         ****    ****        ****    ****        ****    ****    ****    

Attendance ****    ****            ****    ****    ****    ****    ****    ****    ****    

Barriers ****    ****    ****    ****    ****    ****    ****    ****    ****    ****    ****    

Motivations ****    ****            ****    ****    ****        ****    ****    ****    

Participation ****    ****            ****                ****    ****    ****    

Experience         ****    ****    ****    ****    ****            ****        

Impact ****    ****    ****    ****        ****    ****    ****    ****    ****    ****    
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5.15.15.15.1 ProfileProfileProfileProfilessss    

 

ACORN is a geo-demographic classification used to identify and understand the UK 

population. ACORN categorises all 1.9 million UK postcodes using a variety of 

demographic statistics and lifestyle variables, providing a clear understanding of the 

status and circumstances of the people living at that postcode. ACORN profiles are 

classified into five categories, with associated economic and lifestyle characteristics. 

These categories are Wealthy Achievers, Urban Prosperity, Comfortably Off, Moderate 

Means and Hard Pressed. Further description of these profiles can be found in 

Appendix (i) ACORN Categories and Groups. 

    

Fig 3: ACORN profiling of DD respondentsFig 3: ACORN profiling of DD respondentsFig 3: ACORN profiling of DD respondentsFig 3: ACORN profiling of DD respondents    

    
VS VS VS VS 

2006/82006/82006/82006/8    

MEN MEN MEN MEN 

Reader Reader Reader Reader 

EventsEventsEventsEvents    

Dance Dance Dance Dance 

JourneyJourneyJourneyJourneyssss    

Alice in Alice in Alice in Alice in 

WonderlandWonderlandWonderlandWonderland    

The The The The 

Wedding Wedding Wedding Wedding 

DanceDanceDanceDance    

British British British British 

Dance Dance Dance Dance 

EditionsEditionsEditionsEditions    

Urban Urban Urban Urban 

Moves Moves Moves Moves 

08080808    

Big Dance Big Dance Big Dance Big Dance 

08080808    

 

Wealthy Achievers 

 

166/157 

    

117117117117    

    

161 

    

72727272    

    

283283283283    

    

235235235235    

    

83838383    

    

49494949    

 

Urban Prosperity 

 

193/207 

    

108108108108    

    

272272272272    

    

0000    

    

37373737    

    

323323323323    

    

375375375375    

    

412412412412    

 

Comfortably Off 

 

99/98 

    

161161161161    

    

100 

    

138138138138    

    

132132132132    

 

91 

 

80 

 

83 

 

Moderate Means 

 

56/61 

 

67 

    

96969696    

    

115115115115    

 

72 

    

80808080    

 

70 

 

72 

 

Hard Pressed 

 

38/42 

 

47 

    

24 

    

89898989    

 

24 

    

14141414    

    

106106106106    

    

122122122122    

 

The first column provides an analysis of the audiences for dance and ballet in 

Greater Manchester in 2006 and 2008, as sourced from Vital Statistics. This system 

analyses box office data from performing arts venues across Greater Manchester and 
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thus provides a benchmark for typical dance audiences in Greater Manchester in this 

period. 

    

The figures for individual DD initiatives represent the difference between the 

audiences at the events and the base population in Greater Manchester. Where this 

figure is higher than 100 it shows that the event has attracted more of these types of 

people than we would expect from the population as a whole, and where the index is 

lower than 100 it shows that the event has not attracted as many of these types of 

people as would be expected. If the Index is beyond 20 either side of the median 100 

(i.e. below 80 or above 120), then under/over representation of that 

sociodemographic bracket is considered significant. Significant under representation 

is in blue, over representation in red. 

    

The VS benchmark profiles for the period 2006 and 2008 show that typical dance 

audiences in Manchester show a significant over representation of Wealthy AchieversWealthy AchieversWealthy AchieversWealthy Achievers 

and Urban ProsperityUrban ProsperityUrban ProsperityUrban Prosperity types, an average representation of Comfortably OffComfortably OffComfortably OffComfortably Off types, and 

a significant under representation of Moderate MeansModerate MeansModerate MeansModerate Means and Hard PressedHard PressedHard PressedHard Pressed in 

comparison to the general Manchester population. 

    

• Wealthy AchieWealthy AchieWealthy AchieWealthy Achieverververver types are significantly over represented in dance audiences 

in Greater Manchester. There was a significant over representation at The 

Wedding Dance and British Dance Editions but many of the other initiatives – 

MEN Reader Events, Alice in Wonderland, Urban Moves 08 and Big Dance 08 

saw under representations. These initiatives were however successful in 

attracting an atypical audience, as seen below, thus fulfilling one of the main 

objectives of DD. The barriers associated with Wealthy Achiever types and 

these type of events would benefit from further investigation. 

• Urban ProsperityUrban ProsperityUrban ProsperityUrban Prosperity types are typically over represented at dance performances. 

The indices show that British Dance Editions, Urban Moves 2008 and Big 

Dance 2008 were successful in attracting an over representation of these 
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profile types. There was a significant under representation at the Alice in 

Wonderland and The Wedding Dance performances (in particular the former, 

with not a single respondent registering as an Urban Prosperity type. 

As the name suggests, Urban Prosperity are largely defined by dwelling in 

major towns and cities. The Alice in Wonderland and The Wedding Dance 

activities were both associated with areas outside the Greater Manchester 

centre. It is possible that the low attendance of this type signifies a lack of 

willingness to venture outside the main city centre.  

• ComfortablyComfortablyComfortablyComfortably Off Off Off Off types are over represented at the MEN Reader Events, at 

Alice in Wonderland and at The Wedding Dance. These activities had in 

common an effort to overcome barriers associated with venue and transport, 

suggesting that this group may be encouraged by initiatives which seek to 

bring the audience into the venue. The initiatives also promoted dance activity 

outside venues and arts press (through city wide media promotion and 

community activity). 

• Moderate MeansModerate MeansModerate MeansModerate Means and Hard PressedHard PressedHard PressedHard Pressed, as with most arts activities, are under 

represented in typical dance audiences. However, Alice in Wonderland was 

successful in establishing an over representation of this profile type, and 

Urban Moves 08 and Big Dance 08 were particularly noticeable in achieving a 

significant of Hard Pressed types in the audience.  

ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    

• The overall trends seem to show that the outdoor and unticketed events 

are a particular success in developing new and different dance audiences. 

There are barriers associated with location and venue which bear further 

exploration. Also, the willingness to travel of each profile type (which may 

be an issue not specific to dance as an artform) is significant. 

• A more focussed course of action for venues and organisations would be 

to profile their own audiences over time, to understand the sort of 

audiences they want to engage; and to use the suggestions above to 

develop their own specialised audience development strategies.
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5.25.25.25.2 Attendance BehaviourAttendance BehaviourAttendance BehaviourAttendance Behaviour    

 

Respondents were queried about the frequency of their attendance to dance events 

in order to explore any noticeable patterns or trends. This is significant in the cases 

of exposure to different types of dance performances, as it may reveal barriers to 

attendance that are not necessarily related to artform. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Urban Moves/BUrban Moves/BUrban Moves/BUrban Moves/Big Dance 06ig Dance 06ig Dance 06ig Dance 06    

• How regularly do you do the following: 

o Watch dance performances/programmes on the TV 

o Watch live dance performances outdoors 

o Attend dance performances at an indoor venue 

Online SurveyOnline SurveyOnline SurveyOnline Survey    

• How often do you attend dance or ballet performances at a theatre or other venue/ watch 
dance or ballet performances on television/watch dance performances outdoors? 

Alice In WonderlandAlice In WonderlandAlice In WonderlandAlice In Wonderland    

• How often do you usually go to Manchester to see a show? 

The Wedding DanceThe Wedding DanceThe Wedding DanceThe Wedding Dance    

• Apart from the Wedding Dance, roughly how many times have you been to dance 
performances or shows involving dance in the past 2 years? 

Cyrano de BergeracCyrano de BergeracCyrano de BergeracCyrano de Bergerac    

• How regularly do you attend the theatre? 

• How frequently do you attend dance or ballet performances? 

British Dance EditionsBritish Dance EditionsBritish Dance EditionsBritish Dance Editions    

• Roughly how many times have you been to dance performances or shows involving dance in 
the past 2 years? 

Urban Moves 08Urban Moves 08Urban Moves 08Urban Moves 08 

• When was the last time you attended a dance event? 

• How often do you attend dance or ballet performances at a theatre or other venue/watch 
dance or ballet on television/watch dance performances outdoors? 

Big Dance 08Big Dance 08Big Dance 08Big Dance 08    

• How regularly do you do the following?  

o Watch dance performances/programmes on TV 

o Watch live dance performances outdoors 

o Attend dance performances at an indoor venue 
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5.2.15.2.15.2.15.2.1 Frequency of Frequency of Frequency of Frequency of attendanceattendanceattendanceattendance    

Respondents were asked about their exposure and attendance to dance in various 

formats (on television, at outdoor and indoor venues), the types of dance that were 

most attended, and in comparison to attendance of theatre performances. 

 

General fGeneral fGeneral fGeneral frequency of attendance to dancerequency of attendance to dancerequency of attendance to dancerequency of attendance to dance    

Responses have been aggregated and categorised in the following way:  

Fig 4: Categorisation of frequency of attendanceFig 4: Categorisation of frequency of attendanceFig 4: Categorisation of frequency of attendanceFig 4: Categorisation of frequency of attendance    

InitiativeInitiativeInitiativeInitiative    TWDTWDTWDTWD    BDEBDEBDEBDE    UM08UM08UM08UM08    

Frequency of attendanceFrequency of attendanceFrequency of attendanceFrequency of attendance DescriptionDescriptionDescriptionDescription       

Once or more in the past 6 months  Frequent attendees 4.5 76 45 

Once – twice in the past year  Occasional attendees 59.2 43 12 

Less frequently  Lapsed attendees 15 7 17 

Never been before Non attendees n/a  3 26 

 

British Dance Editions was shown to have attracted a considerable number of 

respondents who were frequent attendees to dance. However, responses had been 

gathered from the mailing lists and audiences of a number of venues associated with 

dance across the North West, indicating a pre existing relationship with dance from 

respondents, so this is not surprising. That 43%43%43%43% of respondents to Urban Moves 08 

were lapsed or non attendees is an indicator of the success of this initiative in 

attracting new audiences. For the Online Dance Survey, most of those who had 

previously attended dance described themselves as Occasional attendees. 

Fig 5: Fig 5: Fig 5: Fig 5: Online Dance Survey: attendance frequencyOnline Dance Survey: attendance frequencyOnline Dance Survey: attendance frequencyOnline Dance Survey: attendance frequency    

How often do you…How often do you…How often do you…How often do you…     Frequent Frequent Frequent Frequent     Occasional Occasional Occasional Occasional     Lapsed Lapsed Lapsed Lapsed    NonNonNonNon    

% PA NA PA NA PA NA PA NA 

Attend dance or ballet 
performances at an indoor venue 

26.7 2.92.92.92.9    52.652.652.652.6    37.137.137.137.1    15.5 22.9 5.25.25.25.2    37.137.137.137.1    

Watch dance or ballet 
performances on television 

27.6 26.4 41.441.441.441.4    26.5 20.7 14.714.714.714.7    10.310.310.310.3    32.432.432.432.4    

Watch dance performances 
outdoors 

2.62.62.62.6    2.92.92.92.9    38.3 23.5 40.940.940.940.9    29.4 11.3 44.144.144.144.1    
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Frequency of attendance is more meaningful when placed in a context as below, and 

frequency is compared between various segmentations. 

    

Frequency of Frequency of Frequency of Frequency of attendance in different formatsattendance in different formatsattendance in different formatsattendance in different formats    

A number of the surveys asked respondents about the frequency of their exposure to 

dance in different formats: watching dance on television, watching dance in an 

outdoor and in an indoor venue. These responses were then cross referenced with 

answers relating to attendance and participation.    

 

At Big Dance/Urban Moves 06, 44%44%44%44% of respondents whose attendance at the event 

was the first time they had watched a live dance event had watched dance 

performances or programs on TV in the past year (although the same was true for 

70%70%70%70% of previous attendees). This demonstrates that even those who have never 

before attended a performance may still enjoy watching dance. 

 

At Big Dance 08, 43.7%43.7%43.7%43.7% of First time attendees/Non dancers had watched dance 

performances or programmes on television in the past 6 months, and a further 

21.6%21.6%21.6%21.6% at least once in the past 12 months, while at Urban Moves 08, 46%46%46%46% of 

respondents had watched dance on television in the past 12 months.  This may 

reflect the increased programming of dance on television (the popularity of shows 

such as Strictly Come Dancing etc.) or an increased engagement on the part of the 

audiences.  

 

Future research should look at the translation of this audience from living rooms to 

theatre.  
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5.2.25.2.25.2.25.2.2 Attendance and artfoAttendance and artfoAttendance and artfoAttendance and artformrmrmrm    

Two of the surveys – Urban Moves 05 and British Dance Editions - queried 

respondents who had attended dance events before on the type of dance which had 

been attended. Contemporary dance proved most popular on both occasions, 

although the profiles of respondents and frequency of attendance had differed widely 

between these two surveys (British Dance Editions being largely frequent dance 

attendees and Urban Moves ranging from frequent to lapsed and non attendees).The 

range of dance attended is also encouraging.  

    

Fig Fig Fig Fig 6666: : : : UUUUrban rban rban rban MMMMovesovesovesoves 05 05 05 05    –––– attendance and artform attendance and artform attendance and artform attendance and artform 

What previous dance events have you been to? [What previous dance events have you been to? [What previous dance events have you been to? [What previous dance events have you been to? [open ended question: copen ended question: copen ended question: copen ended question: categorised post survey]ategorised post survey]ategorised post survey]ategorised post survey]    

TypeTypeTypeType    ExamplesExamplesExamplesExamples    %%%%    

Contemporary Dance DV8 – Rambert 27 

Festivals Breakin Convention – Streets Ahead 14 

Urban Moves Previous show in the weekend 13 

Participatory Belly dancing – Stockport hall jive 7 

Ballet Company Cordelia – Royal Ballet 6 

World Dance African Dancing – Salsa 4 

Music Event Bridgewater hall – northern soul 2 

Mainstream Dance Dancing in the Street – Lady Salsa 1 

Don’t Know  20 

Others Awand Yatra – Yorkshire Dance 5 

 

Fig Fig Fig Fig 7777: : : : British DanBritish DanBritish DanBritish Dance Editionsce Editionsce Editionsce Editions    –––– attendance and artform attendance and artform attendance and artform attendance and artform    

What type of dance events have you been to?What type of dance events have you been to?What type of dance events have you been to?What type of dance events have you been to?    %%%%    

Contemporary Dance 64.2 

Ballet 61.8 

Ballroom Dance 10.6 

Urban/Hip hop dance 22.8 

Experimental dance 29.3 

World dance 29.3 

Dansicals (a musical with dance) 39.0 

Dance performance in an outdoor space 23.6 

Dance classes 33.3 
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Other 15.4 

 

Dance vs TheatreDance vs TheatreDance vs TheatreDance vs Theatre    

Attendance at the theatre was substantially more frequent than at dance events: 

76%76%76%76% attended theatre once a month while the majority of respondents (68%)(68%)(68%)(68%) 

attended dance performances only a year. Respondents to the Cyrano de Bergerac 

performance at the Royal Exchange were asked both ‘How regularly do you attend 

the theatre?’ and ‘How frequently do you attend dance or ballet performances?’ 

Fig Fig Fig Fig 8888: : : : Comparison of frequency of theatre attendance and dance or ballet attendance at Cyrano de Comparison of frequency of theatre attendance and dance or ballet attendance at Cyrano de Comparison of frequency of theatre attendance and dance or ballet attendance at Cyrano de Comparison of frequency of theatre attendance and dance or ballet attendance at Cyrano de 
BergeracBergeracBergeracBergerac    

    TheatreTheatreTheatreTheatre    Dance or balletDance or balletDance or balletDance or ballet    

Once a week 13% 0% 

Once a month 76% 2% 

Once a year 11% 68% 

Less frequently 0% 30% 

 

As shown by the above table, significant proportions of respondents were ‘frequent 

attendees’ to the theatre  - 89%89%89%89% - but only occasional or lapsed attendees to dance or 

ballet performances – 98%.98%.98%.98%. This survey was asked of a theatre audience rather than 

a dance audience, but it is interesting to cross reference this response with that 

exploring the barriers to attendance. In particular, an audience which cites cost as a 

barrier to attending dance more that once a year but is willing to purchase theatre 

tickets at least once a month may have a misperception of the cost of dance tickets, 

or a significant difference in their willingness to pay for theatre vs dance. This in turn 

may be related to the idea of value for money when attending the arts, or in attitudes 

to risk.     
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ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    

• There is not quite enough information available to extrapolate attendance 

trends or average frequency of dance performances.  

• Segmentation reveals that even those who consider them non attenders of 

dance watch dance on television, and are willing to watch dance at outdoor 

events – see the success of Big Dance and Urban Moves in attracting atypical 

dance audiences. The challenge for arts organisations and venues is to 

translate this audience to one who will attend dance performances indoors. 
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5.35.35.35.3 BarriersBarriersBarriersBarriers    

 

The surveys explored generic barriers to attendance of any type of artform or 

performance, including those associated with ticket cost; the location and venue; 

marketing and communication; the artform itself; and the lifestyle of the 

respondents.  

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Urban Moves/Big Dance 06Urban Moves/Big Dance 06Urban Moves/Big Dance 06Urban Moves/Big Dance 06    

• What stops you from attending more dance events? 

MEN Reader Events/Dance Journeys [barriers associated with cost and venue only]MEN Reader Events/Dance Journeys [barriers associated with cost and venue only]MEN Reader Events/Dance Journeys [barriers associated with cost and venue only]MEN Reader Events/Dance Journeys [barriers associated with cost and venue only]    

• I would definitely pay to go to another dance event 

• I would only go to another dance event if I was given a discounted ticket/free ticket 

• I would never go to another dance event – even if the tickets were free 

• I felt really comfortable at this event from the moment I entered the venue 

Online SurveyOnline SurveyOnline SurveyOnline Survey    

• What do you think is the main reason why people do not take part in dance events? 

Alice in WonderlandAlice in WonderlandAlice in WonderlandAlice in Wonderland    

• What would normally stop you from attending the ballet or dance events? 

The Wedding DanceThe Wedding DanceThe Wedding DanceThe Wedding Dance    

• What stops you from going to see more dance performances? 

Cyrano de BergeracCyrano de BergeracCyrano de BergeracCyrano de Bergerac    

• Do you ever attend dance/ballet performances? If no, what are the reasons why you don’t 
attend?  

British Dance EditionsBritish Dance EditionsBritish Dance EditionsBritish Dance Editions    

• What stops you going to see more dance performances? 

Urban Moves 08Urban Moves 08Urban Moves 08Urban Moves 08    

• What stops you from attending more dance events? 

Big Dance 08Big Dance 08Big Dance 08Big Dance 08    

• What stops you from attending more dance events? 
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5.3.15.3.15.3.15.3.1 CCCCostostostost    

There are two barriers associated with dance attendance and the price of tickets: an 

actual lack of disposable income to attend as much as they would like, and the 

perception that tickets are too expensive. These are subtly different which must be 

addressed in slightly different ways. 

 

Actual costActual costActual costActual cost    

Ticket cost was cited as the most significant barrier for many respondents. 59595959% of 

respondents at Alice in Wonderland, 40.7%40.7%40.7%40.7% at British Dance Editions, 40.1%40.1%40.1%40.1% at The 

Wedding Dance, 30%30%30%30% at Cyrano de Bergerac and 26%26%26%26% at Urban Moves 08 stating 

that dance performances were ‘Too expensive’ to attend regularly.  

 

‘The price of the events was most frequently identified as stopping returnees from 

attending more dance performances. Without more research it is unclear whether 

respondents are put off by tickets prices or if they do not have enough disposable 

income to attend as much as they would like … the dance industry should address 

this issue by making affordable dance options available and ensuring that audiences 

are made aware of relevant concessions, pricing structures and offers.’ 

[British Dance Editions report] 

 

Attendees at the MEN Reader Events and Dance Journeys were asked about the 

impact of cost on their decision to attend dance events in future. The majority of 

respondents ‘would definitely pay to go to another dance event’: 85%85%85%85% of respondents 

at MEN Reader Events and 84%84%84%84% at the Dance Journeys agreed strongly or slightly 

with this statement. 79%79%79%79% and 83%83%83%83% respectively disagreed (strongly or slightly) that it 

would require free tickets to get them to attend another dance event. Perhaps 

unsurprisingly, this implies that having been to and enjoyed a dance performance, 

respondents would be prepared to pay to attend again.  
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Perception of Perception of Perception of Perception of cost cost cost cost     

When responses to barriers were cross referenced with type of attendee, an 

interesting and consistent trend emerged from a number of the surveys. More 

Previous attendees and Participants cited ticket cost or perception of cost as a 

significant barrier than Non or First time attendees and Participants, implying that 

offering discount or free tickets may not be a useful method of engaging new 

audiences. 

 

At Urban Moves/Big Dance 06, 33% 33% 33% 33% of Previous attendees and 30%30%30%30% of Participants 

but only 16% 16% 16% 16% of First time attendees and 19% 19% 19% 19% of Non-participants agreed that 

‘People think dance performances are too expensive’. In other words, audiences 

already engaged with dance are more inclined to think that dance performances are 

too expensive, reflecting experience rather than perception. 

 

‘This is also reflected in the fact that less young people agreed that dance is too 

expensive – 20% of under- 25s agreed that dance performances are too expensive, 

compared to 27% of 25 – 44 year olds and 30% of over 44s. Under 25s are less 

likely to have experience of the professional dance offer, meaning they have not 

formed a perception of dance as expensive yet. The key for dance programmers 

must be to inform and educate these young people that dance performances do not 

have to cost a lot, and that high quality cheaper options are available. There is also a 

possibility that young people perceive dance performances to be cheaper because 

the majority of price promotions are aimed at these young people 

[Urban Moves/Big Dance 06] 

 

The responses from Dance Journeys were collected only from first time attendees 

who had received free tickets and therefore may not have been aware of the average 

cost of ticket price to dance events.  
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When the responses from Urban Moves 08 were segmented to cross reference 

Current attendees with Non Attendees, the following was discovered: 

 ‘…a large proportion of Current attendees (34%) claimed that dance events were too 

expensive, whereas for Non attendees it was much less of a factor, with only 10% 

listing it as a barrier. This supports findings from previous dance research that 

expense is only a concern for those who actually attend or consider attending, and 

so for those who have never been to a dance event, the price of tickets is never 

really an issue.’ [Urban Moves 2008]    

    

RiskRiskRiskRisk    

A final factor in the relation of cost to dance attendance is the idea of risk. Dance 

may be considered a risky option to new attendees or those unfamiliar with the 

choreography, company or venue. Particularly given the current economic climate, 

people may be unwilling to spend money on a night out where they cannot be sure to 

enjoy themselves. This area would benefit from further research. 

    

ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    

• Consistently, audiences who have already engaged with dance see ticket cost 

as a significant barrier rather than those who have not previously engaged. 

This suggests that while cost may be preventing those who are already 

interested from attending as often as they would like, offering free or 

discounted tickets will not necessarily entice those who are not previously 

engaged. 

• Willingness to pay may be related to a perceived risk in attending dance 

performances. This would benefit from further research, potentially cross 

referencing with the average frequency of attendance for dance performances 

in relation to other artforms, and the factors which affect this. 
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5.3.25.3.25.3.25.3.2 Location & VenueLocation & VenueLocation & VenueLocation & Venue    

17%17%17%17% of respondents at Alice In Wonderland, 14.4%14.4%14.4%14.4%  at The Wedding Dance, 16%16%16%16% at 

Urban Moves 08, and 23.6%23.6%23.6%23.6% at British Dance Editions stated that the location of the 

venue or transport issues prevented them from attending more dance performances. 

Given the range of venues at which dance is programmed in Greater Manchester, 

barriers relating to location, transport or travel and venue may be common to any 

artform and not specifically related to dance. However, there may be issues related 

to marketing and communication of dance in various and particularly local venues 

which can be addressed. 

 

TravelTravelTravelTravel    

For Alice in Wonderland, barriers to attendance centred around travel from Oldham 

to Manchester. In order to address these issues, a visit was arranged to see ENB 

Alice at the Palace in order to circumvent issues of parking and transport. A coach 

pick up was arranged from Gallery Oldham direct to the Palace Theatre for a matinee 

performance on a Sunday in October. The initiative was very favourably received: 

• Very well organised, very simple in every way, took the stress out of booking, 

driving and parking. 

• Well organised, tickets ready, coach on time makes trips to Manchester easy. 

• No worries about car parking in Manchester a big plus. 

 

A number of the DD initiatives were hosted at the Lowry Theatre on Salford Quays. 

Qualitative information from a small number of respondents indicated that location 

and/or parking facilities were a barrier to attendance. As one of the most significant 

venues for dance in Greater Manchester, the perception that it is inaccessible or 

difficult to reach is a barrier that needs to be addressed. However, it should also be 

noted that similar problems may apply to city centre venues (see the above example 
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of Alice In Wonderland at the Palace) that were not included in the scope of this 

research study. 

For respondents at Cyrano de Bergerac at the Royal Exchange, only 4%4%4%4% of those who 

answered ‘No’ to the question ‘Do you ever attend dance performances?’ cited ‘Too 

difficult to get to’ as the reason preventing attendance. However, when asked about 

reasons for not taking up the associated offer for the Birmingham Royal Ballet 

performance of Cyrano at the Lowry, a number of those responding ‘No’ (67%67%67%67% of all 

respondents) cited the following specific reasons about the Lowry: 

• The Lowry is difficult to get out to without a car 

• Lowry in an inconvenient location 

• Parking at The Lowry 

• It is too difficult and expensive to go to the Lowry 

 

There was also feedback from a Dance Journeys performance at the Lowry. 

‘Parking was terrible. No advance notice of possible problems, took more than 30 

minutes to park. Late for start of performance because of this. Slightly spoilt  

beginning of evening – no time to get programmes to keep as souvenirs. 

Disappointing!’ 

    

VenueVenueVenueVenue 

The MEN Reader Events were specifically designed to ensure that these barriers  

were removed through personal attention and guidance organised for attendees. 

Responses to the statement ‘I felt really comfortable at this event from the moment I 

entered the venue’ indicate that this was very successful: 92%92%92%92% at the MEN Reader 

Events. Dance Journeys did not involve the same level of personal attention but all 

attendees were given guides to the venue: 99990%0%0%0% indicated that they strongly or slightly 

agreed with this statement.  
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Interestingly, no respondent at British Dance Editions felt that they were prevented 

from going to more dance shows because it was intimidating or that they felt out of 

place. 

 

ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    

• The methodologies developed at Alice in Wonderland and MEN Reader Events 

to overcome barriers associated with location and venue may not be practical 

for all venues, but feedback does indicate the success that such personal 

initiatives can evidence in overcoming this barrier, even if programmed 

sporadically. However, many of these barriers can also be overcome through 

clear and targeted information for apprehensive audiences. All venues should 

ensure they provide up to date information about transport links and parking 

opportunities for bookers. 

• As with Big Dance and Urban Moves festivals, performances which move out 

of venues are particularly successful in engaging new audiences. However, 

further work is needed to ensure that these new audiences can be converted 

to audiences at performances in venues (see Frequency of attendance) 

• Further research could be done matching locations of dance performances to 

the reach and range of existing audiences in order to target marketing into 

areas of previous and new attendees. A resource for this exists in the Greater 

Manchester Audience Atlas which was created as part of the evaluation for 

the Manchester International Festival 2007. 
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5.3.35.3.35.3.35.3.3 Marketing & communication Marketing & communication Marketing & communication Marketing & communication     

Barriers associated with marketing and communications are caused by one (or more) 

of the following reasons:  

• Not enough marketing material is being produced 

• People are not accessing the marketing material that is being produced 

• The marketing material is being produced and accessed but is unclear, 

confusing or of poor quality 

It is difficult to differentiate between the first two causes through visitor surveys.  

 

Lack of marketing material/lack of access to marketing material.Lack of marketing material/lack of access to marketing material.Lack of marketing material/lack of access to marketing material.Lack of marketing material/lack of access to marketing material.    

Only 20.5%20.5%20.5%20.5% of respondents to The Wedding Dance, 13.0%13.0%13.0%13.0% of those at British Dance 

Editions and 4%4%4%4% of respondents at Cyrano de Bergerac stated that ‘Not enough 

information’ prevented them from attending dance performances. 

 

The respondents in both these cases were already arts attendees, so would in 

probability know how to access information about the arts. In the case of Urban 

Moves 05 and Urban Moves/Big Dance 06, between 4between 4between 4between 40% and0% and0% and0% and 50% 50% 50% 50% of all 

respondents replied that their biggest barrier to attending dance is ‘I don’t know what 

events are on’. In both cases, this corresponds to the large number of respondents 

who had stumbled across the event. 

 

Encouragingly, while the responses at Urban Moves 08 and Big Dance 08 still 

revealed that lack of information or lack of access to information was still a 

significant barrier – for 21%21%21%21% at the former and 34.2%34.2%34.2%34.2% at the latter – these figures 

show a drop from the previous events. This may indicate a better penetration of 

marketing in Manchester as whole, or a greater awareness of dance resulting from 
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the programming of events such as these (as well as greater media exposure of 

dance over the past 2 years). 

 

Further segmentation of the responses for Urban Moves/Big Dance 06 revealed the 

following trend: 

‘Interestingly, more Previous attendees than First-time attendees and more 

Participants than Non-participants claimed they do not know what events are on. 

Whilst this discrepancy can be explained by First-time attendees and Non-

participants suggesting alternative reasons such as ‘I prefer other leisure activities’ 

and ‘I’m not interested’, there is still a large percentage of Previous attendees and 

Participants that are not aware of dance events. This suggests that either they are 

not willing to seek out the information for themselves, or that the promotional 

channels used are not effective in reaching them.’ 

 

 

Clarity of marketing materialClarity of marketing materialClarity of marketing materialClarity of marketing material    

Qualitative feedback from a Dance Journeys event revealed a frustration with 

marketing copy in engendering misleading expectations: 

‘The leaflet read that it’s by ‘7 radically different choreographers’. I expected 7 

different styles (like in the TV dance programmes such as So You Think You Can 

Dance or Strictly Come Dancing) but except for one they were all the same style. It 

also promised ‘re-inventing the variety show’ – which didn’t give any variety on the 

night. So it was a bit misleading and I chose this one based on the deceiving 

promotional promises. Obviously it ended with a degree of disappointment.’    

 
 

Marketing and Marketing and Marketing and Marketing and Communication ChannelsCommunication ChannelsCommunication ChannelsCommunication Channels    

Segmentation on the responses from Urban Moves 05 and Urban Moves/Big Dance 

06 revealed an interesting trend around marketing and communication channels. For 

those respondents who had never attended a dance event before but had 

intentionally attended the events, the majority had heard about the event through 
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word of mouth (46%46%46%46% the former, 49%49%49%49% the latter). The second most common method 

was through flyers, posters and leaflets (28%28%28%28% and 26%26%26%26%). 

 

This emphasises the fact that word of mouth is primarily the most effective channel 

for marketing events to first time attendees, carrying with it the implication of 

personal recommendation. It is also significant that a higher proportion of first time 

attendees had found out about the events through printed material rather than 

online means. As resource effective as website listings and e-newsletters are, they 

tend to be distributed to those audiences who have already expressed an interest in 

the artform. Print is still a more effective medium for cross marketing to unexpected 

audiences.  

 

ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    

• Access to marketing and communications is not generally considered a 

problem, particularly for audiences that are already engaged in the arts even 

if not necessarily with dance. 

• Word of mouth and printed material are more effective than online channels 

for communicating with new audiences. 

• There are issues around the language used to describe dance in marketing 

material, although this is an problem associated with dance copy in general. 
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5.3.45.3.45.3.45.3.4 ArArArArtformtformtformtform    

Barriers associated with artforms can be tricky. If someone has decided that they 

simply do not enjoy dance, it seems impolite to try and persuade them otherwise. 

However, by drilling down deeper into perceptions of dance, into the reasons why 

people may or may not like dance, and investigating the aspects of a dance 

performance which people (do not) enjoy, some significant trends are revealed.  

 

Perceptions of dancePerceptions of dancePerceptions of dancePerceptions of dance    

Respondents were queried on their perceptions of dance as an artform and whether 

this affected their decision not to attend.  

    

Interestingly, none of the response levels were particularly significant. Alice in 

Wonderland was the highest with 17%17%17%17% of respondents admitting that they ‘didn’t’ 

think [they] would like it’ when asked what ‘normally stopped [them] from attending 

ballet or dance events.’  

 

At Urban Moves/Big Dance 06 (with a large majority of responses coming from non or 

first time attendees) under 5%5%5%5% of all respondents claimed that the artform was a 

reason for non attendance, ticking options such as ‘There isn’t enough variety’, 

‘Dance is confusing’ or ‘Dance is hard work’. This trend was apparent again at Big 

Dance 08, with between 5 andbetween 5 andbetween 5 andbetween 5 and 7 7 7 7%%%% of respondents noting artform as the primary 

barrier.  

 

Only 13%13%13%13% of respondents at Cyrano de Bergerac replied that they were ‘not 

interested’ in dance, and 9.6%9.6%9.6%9.6% of respondents to The Wedding Dance didn’t feel 

there was ‘enough variety’ in dance performances. At Urban Moves 08, 7%7%7%7% of 

respondents claimed they were ‘not interested in dance’, 5%5%5%5% that there was ‘not 
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enough variety’ and 3%3%3%3% that it was ‘too intimidating’ (although whether the latter 

referred to the artform or the experience of attending is not clear). 

 

    

Understanding danceUnderstanding danceUnderstanding danceUnderstanding dance    

Qualitative feedback from the MEN Reader Events 06 revealed that, for first time 

attendees, certain aspects of dance performances are more accessible than others.  

Nearly half of Richard Alston and Ricochet attendees agreed that they didn’t really 

know what was going on most of the time. 

 

This seemed linked to their enjoyment of the event – the clearer the narrative, the 

greater the enjoyment -27%27%27%27% of Ricochet attendees enjoyed the event less than they 

expected to.    

 

Audiences new to dance are often more likely to prefer shows with a clear story. The 

Wedding Dance, 80.8%80.8%80.8%80.8% of respondents said they would be interested in attending a 

‘dansical (a musical with dance)’ in the future. Interestingly however, 57.9%57.9%57.9%57.9% said they 

would be interested in contemporary dance and 55.1%55.1%55.1%55.1% in ballet. NBT Madame 

Butterfly at the Opera House in 2006 billed itself as a ‘dansical’.  Attendees seemed 

to understand this show most clearly of all the events, which correlated to a high 

enjoyment rating. 

 

For performances without a clear narrative (as in contemporary dance), pre or post 

show discussions can add to the understanding and enjoyment of a piece. 

 

‘The show was made most enjoyable by the lecture beforehand’ 

 

‘Appreciated the pre-dance talk and the explanation of the story greatly enhanced 

the performance for me’ 
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The visual spectacle, in terms of set and costumes, is also important. A number of 

comments from attenders at NBT Three Musketeers commented on the ‘wonderful 

set and costumes. 

 

Music is a controversial area. For Richard Alston at The Lowry, respondents 

commented that the music had marred their enjoyment of the piece.  

 

 ‘The dancers were very good but their talent was wasted because of the boring 

tuneless music in the first two sets. The last dance sequence was excellent and the 

dancers interpreted the music well – this saved the show.’ 

 

‘I especially liked set 3 but disliked the first 2 sets because I found the music 

unpleasant and unconvincing.’ 

 

 

ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusionssss    

The majority of respondents, even those previously unengaged with dance, were not 

uninterested in the artform itself. 

• Factors such as narrative, music and the visual spectacle can hugely 

influence the audience’s experience and enjoyment of the performance: in 

particular, familiar stories or music may overcome more obscure or ‘difficult’ 

forms of dance. 
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5.3.55.3.55.3.55.3.5 LLLLifestyleifestyleifestyleifestyle    

Barriers to dance attendance associated with lifestyle concern either people’s time or 

their preferences.  

    

‘Too busy’‘Too busy’‘Too busy’‘Too busy’    

When queried why they do not attend more dance events, ‘too busy’ was the most 

common response at Urban Moves/Big Dance 2006, and applicable to approximately 

30%30%30%30% of all respondents at British Dance Editions, Big Dance 08 and Urban Moves 08. 

21.2%21.2%21.2%21.2% of respondents at The Wedding Dance and 13%13%13%13% of respondents to Cyrano de 

Bergerac also used this response. As the analysis for Big Dance/Urban Moves 06 

elaborates 

 

‘Although little can be done to change the amount of free time that people have, 

efforts can be made to made to fit dance events into people’s busy schedules. Big 

Dance is a great example of this, where events and programmes are planned to 

coincide with already planned trips into the town or city centre on a Friday or 

Saturday daytime.’ 

 

There may also be factors of age relating to other commitments (school, work, family) 

to be considered. 

 

Other InterestsOther InterestsOther InterestsOther Interests    

When asked to elaborate on the reasons for not attending dance performances, 17%17%17%17% 

of respondents at Cyrano de Bergerac and 4.5%4.5%4.5%4.5% of respondents at The Wedding 

Dance replied that they would ‘prefer to do other things, as did bbbbetween 15 and 20%etween 15 and 20%etween 15 and 20%etween 15 and 20% 

at Big Dance and Urban Moves. 

The following was noted about the results from the Online Survey  
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‘Interestingly, when asked what they would have done instead if they hadn’t gone to 

the event, 56% said they would have stayed at home and either done nothing or 

carried out everyday tasks such as watching TV or housework. This suggests that a 

lack of time is not a strong barrier to increased dance attendance, as sometimes 

claimed by respondents, as comparatively small numbers would have chosen to do 

other cultural or leisure activities. It is more likely that the quality of the dance offer, 

and the effectiveness of the marketing, would act as both a motivator and a barrier 

to dance attendance.’ 

 

Social ExperienceSocial ExperienceSocial ExperienceSocial Experience    

28%28%28%28% of respondents to Alice In Wonderland and 17%17%17%17% of attendees to Cyrano de 

Bergerac cited ‘No one to go with’ as a barrier to attending dance or ballet 

performances. However, this was not a significant barrier for most of the other 

events: between only 5 and 10%5 and 10%5 and 10%5 and 10% of respondents chose this as a barrier. 

 

    

ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    

• If a respondent replies that they are simply uninterested in dance, it can be 

inappropriate to try and persuade them otherwise. However, by drilling down 

to the reasons why they may say this, other factors – as discussed above – 

may come to light which can be addressed. 

• The issue of time as a barrier to attendance can be addressed by innovative 

programming which seeks to work around busy modern schedules.    
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5.45.45.45.4 MotivationsMotivationsMotivationsMotivations    

Respondents were asked why they were attending the event or performance in 

question: due to engagement as a result of the DD initiative, having stumbled across 

it or for a number of other motivations: loyalty to the performing company or venue, 

enjoyment of the artform, or for the social experience. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 

5.4.15.4.15.4.15.4.1 ‘Stumbled across it’‘Stumbled across it’‘Stumbled across it’‘Stumbled across it’    

At Urban Moves 05, 10%10%10%10% of those who had attended dance events before said they 

were at the event because they had ‘stumbled across it’. This increased to 28%28%28%28% for 

previous non attendees of dance. At Urban Moves/Big Dance 06, the majority of 

respondents overall – 65%65%65%65% - had ‘stumbled across it’. After segmentation, it could be 

seen that 72%72%72%72% of these were First time attendees and 70%70%70%70% Non participants while 

54%54%54%54% were Previous attendees and 60%60%60%60% Participants. At Big Dance 08, 60.3% 60.3% 60.3% 60.3% of the 

respondents had stumbled across the event: 75%75%75%75% of these were First Time 

Attendees/Non Dancers. 

All of the above are designed to showcase ‘unexpected events in unusual places… 

attracting the attention of those who may not have wittingly attended a dance event’. 

Urban Moves 05Urban Moves 05Urban Moves 05Urban Moves 05    

• Why did you come to the event today? 

Urban Moves/Big Dance 06Urban Moves/Big Dance 06Urban Moves/Big Dance 06Urban Moves/Big Dance 06    

• Why did you come to the event today?    

Online SurveyOnline SurveyOnline SurveyOnline Survey    

• Which of the following best describes your reasons for going to the event?    

Alice in WonderlandAlice in WonderlandAlice in WonderlandAlice in Wonderland    

• What encouraged you to book for this performance? 

The Wedding DanceThe Wedding DanceThe Wedding DanceThe Wedding Dance    

• What was the main reason that motivated you to go to The Wedding Dance? 

British Dance EditionsBritish Dance EditionsBritish Dance EditionsBritish Dance Editions    

• What is the main reason that motivates you to go see dance? 

Big Dance 08Big Dance 08Big Dance 08Big Dance 08    

• What is your main reason for coming to the event? 
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Segmentation indicates that this has been a success not only at individual events but 

also year on year, as the proportion of those not previously aware of the event has 

increased. 

 

These figures may also reflect the fact that marketing for these events was not 

particularly wide reaching – supported by the fact that no respondents replied they 

attended in order to take part in a world record attempt at Big Dance 08. However, 

given that the aim is to attract those who would not have knowingly attended a dance 

event, excessive marketing may in this case be a futile exercise. 

 

5.4.25.4.25.4.25.4.2     DD initiativeDD initiativeDD initiativeDD initiative    

69%69%69%69% of respondents to Alice In Wonderland had previously attended the Gallery 

Oldham Open Day, the DD initiative associated with this performance. 72%72%72%72% stated 

that the ‘reduced price tickets’ and ‘free coach’ had motivated them to attend, with a 

further 48%48%48%48% commenting that ‘It was so easy to book’. Additional comments from the 

survey revealed that the organisation of the event had removed a number of the 

associated barriers to attendance – removal of worries about transport and/or 

parking, as well as cost - and had made the experience ‘thoroughly magical’:  

• The transport was a brilliant idea, no worrying about car parking; the ballet 

was a thoroughly magical experience. 

• I had previously taken my granddaughter to Swan Lake but because of the 

discounted tickets I was able to treat her friend as well - thoroughly enjoyable. 

 

5.4.35.4.35.4.35.4.3 Loyalty to the performing companyLoyalty to the performing companyLoyalty to the performing companyLoyalty to the performing company    

72%72%72%72% of respondents to Alice In Wonderland stated that the reputation of the 

performing company was a significant factor in motivating them to attend - ‘The 

chance to see ENB’. 20%20%20%20% of respondents to the Online Survey said they attended 

dance events to ‘support those involved’ and 23.6%23.6%23.6%23.6% to British Dance Editions said 
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the main reason that motivates them to go see dance is that they ‘know or like the 

choreographer/company.’ 

 

The range of companies and organisations involved within the DD initiative means 

that it is difficult to adequately assess motivation for attendance and company 

reputation. However, there is no doubt that the reputation of companies can prompt 

first time attendees while a well received performance by a less well known company 

can prompt repeat visits: there is a correlation between risk of the unknown and 

attendance. This would bear further research at a later point. 

 

5.4.45.4.45.4.45.4.4 Loyalty to the venue Loyalty to the venue Loyalty to the venue Loyalty to the venue     

41.1%41.1%41.1%41.1% of those attending The Wedding Dance stated familiarity and/or loyalty to the 

venue was a factor, indicating that they ‘go to a lot of shows at the Octagon. This 

loyalty may be true for any artform, but it is worth bearing in mind when trying to 

attract new audiences to a particular artform: there may be audiences to be 

developed within the core audiences for a venue. 

 

5.4.55.4.55.4.55.4.5 ‘I like dance’‘I like dance’‘I like dance’‘I like dance’    

For an audience to indicate they are attending because they ‘like dance’, it implies 

that they are therefore not first time attendees and therefore potentially not the 

priority targets for an audience development project. As with the Online Survey and 

the British Dance Editions (both of which were mailed to those who had already 

demonstrated an interest in dance), 69.5%69.5%69.5%69.5% and 85.485.485.485.4% respectively claimed they 

were motivated because they ‘enjoy watching dance’. For Urban Moves/ Big Dance 

06 which was highly successful in attracting a non-typical dance audience, only 7%7%7%7% of 

respondents were there because they like dance: for Big Dance 2008, 15.4%15.4%15.4%15.4% replied 

that they ‘like dancing’. 

 
There are other aspects of dance which may prompt a visit, regardless of the artform. 

In the case of The Wedding Dance, 25%25%25%25% of respondents attended because they were 
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interested in Salsa Music. Costumes, set and narrative may also play a part: 20.3%20.3%20.3%20.3% of 

respondents at British Dance Editions were ‘interested in the music’, 11.4% 11.4% 11.4% 11.4% in the 

story. The festival aspect of outdoor events such as Urban Moves may also be 

significant. At Urban Moves 05, 36%36%36%36% attended because they ‘like festivals.’ 

 

 ‘the difference is in the tacit knowledge that previous dance attendees have. Only 

11% of those that have been to dance events before did not know the event was 

happening, this is compared with 33% of people that have not been to dance before. 

The interesting element of difference of those that have not been to dance before is 

the 32% of respondents that came to the dance event because it was part of the 

festival. It is this high showing that supports the idea that group[ing – sic] many 

events together in a festival setting attracts more new attendees than individual 

dance events. 

 

5.4.65.4.65.4.65.4.6 Perception of dancePerception of dancePerception of dancePerception of dance    

49.5%49.5%49.5%49.5% of respondents to the Online Survey gave the fact that they ‘thought it would 

be stimulating’ as a reason for attending an event. 24242424.2%.2%.2%.2% thought it ‘sounded like 

good fun’, 22.1 22.1 22.1 22.1% wanted ‘To learn something new’ and the same proportion wanted 

to ‘do something creative’. 

 

18.7%18.7%18.7%18.7% of those responding to British Dance Editions go to dance because they ‘want 

to try new/different things’. Only 2.4%2.4%2.4%2.4% of all respondents are Big Dance 08 indicated 

they were attending because they wanted ‘to do something different.’ 

 

 

5.4.75.4.75.4.75.4.7 ‘It was recommended.’‘It was recommended.’‘It was recommended.’‘It was recommended.’    

Word of mouth recommendations are extremely effective in attracting first time 

audiences, as trust in the personal recommendations can help to remove elements 

of risk. However, only small percentages of respondents attended events from the 
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DD initiative as a result of personal recommendations: 4.1%4.1%4.1%4.1% at The Wedding Dance, 

11.6%11.6%11.6%11.6% at the Online Survey and 4.1%4.1%4.1%4.1% from British Dance Editions .    

 

This may be indicative of a wider trend that has been noted in external dance 

research – that audiences often feel uncomfortable talking about dance. It can be 

difficult to find a common vocabulary to describe the experience of watching dance – 

this can also translate to misleading or irrelevant marketing copy.  

 

 

5.4.85.4.85.4.85.4.8 Social ExperienceSocial ExperienceSocial ExperienceSocial Experience    

52%52%52%52% of respondents to Alice In Wonderland stated that their ‘child/friends/spouse 

wanted to come’. However, the majority of other responses indicate that dance 

performances are not necessarily seen as a social or family friendly experience. Only 

0.7%0.7%0.7%0.7% at The Wedding Dance attended because they ‘accompanied a child or 

children’, 6.5%6.5%6.5%6.5% at British Dance Editions went to ‘accompany other people/children’, 

and 14.7%14.7%14.7%14.7% from the Online Survey. At Big Dance 08, only 5.2%5.2%5.2%5.2% of respondents came 

because ‘A friend/relative brought’ them, and only 1.5%1.5%1.5%1.5% ‘to socialise/meet new 

people’. 

    

ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    

• The surveys assessed motivations for attendance to the specific performance 

being attended rather than motivations for attending dance in general.  

• However, loyalty to the performing company was an important factor in the 

case of the better known companies: this may have to do with attitudes to risk 

and attendance for dance. 
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5.55.55.55.5 ParticipationParticipationParticipationParticipation    

 

Some of the events encouraged the audience to participate in dance events: this is a 

key aim of Big Dance in particular. Also, a number of the surveys queried 

respondents about their participation in dance activities. This led to some interesting 

conclusions about the links between participation and attendance, types of 

participation and perceptions about who participation in dance is for. 

 

5.5.15.5.15.5.15.5.1 Participation and attendanceParticipation and attendanceParticipation and attendanceParticipation and attendance    

At Big Dance/Urban Moves 06, audience/participants were asked ‘How regularly do 

you take part in dance events/classes?’ Unsurprisingly, 35%35%35%35% of Previous attendees 

take part at least once a year, compared to only 13%13%13%13% of first time attendees. 

Following segmentation, it was revealed that 39%39%39%39% of Non-participants have never 

before watched a live dance performance outdoors, whereas only 12%12%12%12% of 

Participants have never before watched one. Similarly, only 14%14%14%14% of Participants have 

never before watched a dance performance at an indoor venue, compared to a 

massive 57%57%57%57% of Non-participants 

 

5.5.25.5.25.5.25.5.2 Types of participationTypes of participationTypes of participationTypes of participation    

Respondents were asked about the different ways and places in which they may 

dance, from structured classes to a night out on the tiles or even in their own homes. 

The results proved to highlight that even people who claimed they were non-

participants or unengaged with dance may themselves dance in informal and 

spontaneous environments. The challenge for markeeteers and venues at this time is 

to link this type of dancing with more formal presentations.  
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At Urban Moves 05, when asked ‘Where, if at all, do you dance?’, segmentation 

revealed no great difference between Previous attenders (74%74%74%74%) and Participants 

(73%73%73%73%), and First time attenders (62%62%62%62%) and Non-participants (60%60%60%60%).  

‘In total, more than two-thirds (67%) of respondents dance on a night out and almost 

half (47%) dance at home…Unsurprisingly, more Participants dance at dance classes 

than Non-participants (40% versus 3%). But interestingly significantly more Previous 

attendees dance at dance classes than First-time attendees (32% versus 12%), 

again reaffirming the correlation between dance participation and attendance.’ 

 

At Big Dance 08, 75.7%75.7%75.7%75.7% of First time attendees and non dancers claimed to dance 

‘On a night out’ and 42.7%42.7%42.7%42.7% at home. 

 

The Online Dance Survey revealed that frequent dancing at home was common to 

both Previous and Non attenders. Neither danced in gyms or fitness centres, or at 

schools or colleges (although the latter may be related to the fact that survey workers 

do not approach people under 16 years). 

 

FigFigFigFig    9: 9: 9: 9:     Online Dance SurveyOnline Dance SurveyOnline Dance SurveyOnline Dance Survey    ---- participation participation participation participation    

How often do you… At least once 
a week 

At least once 
a month 

At least once a 
year 

Less 
frequently 

Never 

% PA NA PA NA PA NA PA NA PA NA 

Take part in 
organised dance 
events/classes 

32.5 11.8 14.5 8.8 12.8 14.7 17.1 14.7 23.1 50.050.050.050.0    

Go dancing in a 
nightclub 

11.3 17.1 22.6 20.0 17.4 25.7 23.5 11.4 25.2 25.7 

Dance in a gym or 
fitness centre 

19.1 3.0 9.6 18.2 7.0 24.2 22.6 18.2 41.741.741.741.7    36.436.436.436.4    

Dance at home 50.450.450.450.4    51.451.451.451.4    13.9 20.0 9.6 14.3 13.0 5.7 13.0 8.6 

Dance at school or 
college 

14.4 19.4 3.6 0.0 5.4 0.0 10.8 9.7 65.865.865.865.8    71.071.071.071.0    

Dance at parties, 
celebrations or 
other events 

10.3 11.4 24.1 34.3 50.050.050.050.0    40.040.040.040.0    12.1 14.3 3.4 0.0 
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5.5.35.5.35.5.35.5.3 Who is dance for? Who is dance for? Who is dance for? Who is dance for?     

The Online Survey and Big Dance 08 asked respondents to agree or disagree with a 

number of statements exploring perceptions around the accessibility of dance – in 

other words, ‘Who is dance for?’ The following trends were noted: 

• Respondents were confident about expressing strong opinions about most of 

the statements. 

• For many of the statements, there was little difference between the responses 

of those who had previously engaged and those who were new to dance. 

• The following statements about dance were considered to be true: 

o Dancing is something anyone can do  

o Dance is not a young person’s activity 

o Dance is a woman’s thing 

o Dance is not just for the middle classes 

o You don’t have to know a lot about dance to enjoy it 

o There should be more dance in schools 

o Dance is good for people whatever their circumstances 

o There isn’t enough celebration of dance these days 

o Anyone can benefit from taking part in dance 

• People were less sure around perceptions of cost and participation. 

    
Fig Fig Fig Fig 10101010: Online Survey: Perceptions of Dance: Online Survey: Perceptions of Dance: Online Survey: Perceptions of Dance: Online Survey: Perceptions of Dance    

Thinking generally about dance and dancing, how much do you agree or disagree with the following Thinking generally about dance and dancing, how much do you agree or disagree with the following Thinking generally about dance and dancing, how much do you agree or disagree with the following Thinking generally about dance and dancing, how much do you agree or disagree with the following 
statements?statements?statements?statements?    
    

    Strongly agreeStrongly agreeStrongly agreeStrongly agree    Somewhat agreeSomewhat agreeSomewhat agreeSomewhat agree    Somewhat Somewhat Somewhat Somewhat 
disagreedisagreedisagreedisagree    

Strongly disagreeStrongly disagreeStrongly disagreeStrongly disagree    

% PA NA PA NA PA NA PA NA 

Dancing is 
something anyone 
can do 

70.270.270.270.2    60.060.060.060.0    26.3 40.0 2.6 0.00.00.00.0    0.90.90.90.9    0.00.00.00.0    

Dancing is a 
young person’s 
activity 

0.90.90.90.9    2.92.92.92.9    10.6 14.3 27.4 20.0 61.161.161.161.1    62.962.962.962.9    

Dance is a 
woman’s thing 

0.90.90.90.9    0.00.00.00.0    9.7 5.7 14.2 28.6 75.275.275.275.2    65.765.765.765.7    

Dance classes are 
the preserve of 
the middle 

1.81.81.81.8    0.00.00.00.0    15.2 5.7 24.1 28.6 58.958.958.958.9    65.765.765.765.7    
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classes 

You have to know 
a lot about dance 
to enjoy it 

3.53.53.53.5    0.00.00.00.0    7.1 8.6 26.5 31.4 62.862.862.862.8    60.060.060.060.0    

Contemporary 
dance is too high 
brow 

3.63.63.63.6    2.92.92.92.9    13.4 37.137.137.137.1    28.6 34.3 54.554.554.554.5    25.7 

Ballet and dance 
are very easy to 
watch 

33.0 41.241.241.241.2    44.644.644.644.6    35.3 17.9 20.6 4.54.54.54.5    2.92.92.92.9    

There should be 
more dance in 
schools 

68.868.868.868.8    71.471.471.471.4    25.9 22.9 3.6 2.92.92.92.9    1.81.81.81.8    2.92.92.92.9    

You have to be a 
certain type of 
person to take 
part in dance 

2.72.72.72.7    0.00.00.00.0    26.5 54.354.354.354.3    27.4 25.7 43.443.443.443.4    20.0 

Dance is good for 
people whatever 
their 
circumstance 

61.161.161.161.1    60.060.060.060.0    32.7 34.3 4.4 5.7 1.81.81.81.8    0.00.00.00.0    

Dance events are 
too traditional 

1.81.81.81.8    0.00.00.00.0    25.2 25.7 42.342.342.342.3    51.451.451.451.4    30.6 22.9 

There isn’t 
enough 
celebration of 
dance these days 

52.752.752.752.7    54.354.354.354.3    39.3 37.1 6.3 8.6 1.81.81.81.8    0.00.00.00.0    

 
    
Fig 1Fig 1Fig 1Fig 11111: Big Dance 08 : Big Dance 08 : Big Dance 08 : Big Dance 08 –––– percepti percepti percepti perceptions of danceons of danceons of danceons of dance    

How much do you agree with the following statements?How much do you agree with the following statements?How much do you agree with the following statements?How much do you agree with the following statements?    

 Strongly agree Agree Neither agree 
nor disagree 

Disagree Strongly disagree 

% AR FTA&ND AR FTA&ND AR FTA&ND AR FTA&ND AR FTA&ND 

Anyone can 
benefit from 
taking part in 
dance 

66666666    57.657.657.657.6    29 38.2 2 3.5 1 0.7 0000    0000    

Most people 
think 
watching 
dance is 
boring 

1111    1.41.41.41.4    13 13.2 27 28.5 45454545    47.947.947.947.9    10 6.9 

Only young 
people can 
enjoy dance 

6 2.7 2222    3.53.53.53.5    3 3.5 37 40.3 50505050    48.648.648.648.6    

People think 
dance 
performances 
are too 
expensive 

2222    0.70.70.70.7    20 19.4 43434343    40.940.940.940.9    26 27.8 5 6.3 

Dance is very 
accessible 

14 10.4 47474747    50.750.750.750.7    24 25.7 13 12.5 1111    0.70.70.70.7    

Dance is for 
different 

9999    6.96.96.96.9    14 19.4 14 20.1 35353535    35.535.535.535.5    25 18.1 
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types of 
people than 
me 

    
 

ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    

• Those who participate in dance are likely to also watch dance 

• There are many different forms of participation in dance. Outside of formal 

classes, dancing at home or in clubs may also be considered a form of 

participation and one which is common to attenders and non attenders alike. 

• There was a consensus that dance was accessible and beneficial for all. 

However, it was still considered a woman’s domain by one particular survey. 
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5.65.65.65.6 ExperienceExperienceExperienceExperience    

 

These questions assess the success of the DD initiatives and the associated events 

in creating enjoyable experiences for the audiences, in particular for those who might 

previously have been apprehensive about attending dance performances. Of 

particular interest are those responses dealing with the contrast (or parallels) 

between expectations and experience.  

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

5.6.15.6.15.6.15.6.1 EnjoymentEnjoymentEnjoymentEnjoyment    

For those who were asked directly if they enjoyed their experience at the 

performance or event, the majority at all events said yes. An average of 62%62%62%62% at the 

MEN Reader Events indicated ‘Strongly agree’ when asked to respond to the 

statement ‘I thoroughly enjoyed the whole show’, as did 56%56%56%56% at the Dance Journeys. 

Only 3%3%3%3% at the MEN Reader Events and 0%0%0%0% at the Dance Journeys ‘Strongly 

disagree[d]’ with the statement. 86%86%86%86% of respondents to Alice in Wonderland replied 

‘A lot’ when asked ‘How much did you enjoy today’s visit to the ballet?’ Only 3%3%3%3% 

Online surveyOnline surveyOnline surveyOnline survey    

• Please indicate how much you agree or disagree with the following statements regarding 
the event you attended: 

Alice in WonderlandAlice in WonderlandAlice in WonderlandAlice in Wonderland    

• How much did you enjoy today’s visit to the ballet? 

The Wedding DanceThe Wedding DanceThe Wedding DanceThe Wedding Dance    

• What did you enjoy most about the show? 

MEN Reader Events/Dance JourneysMEN Reader Events/Dance JourneysMEN Reader Events/Dance JourneysMEN Reader Events/Dance Journeys    

• I felt really comfortable at this event from the moment I entered the venue 

• I thought the performers were fabulous 

• I thoroughly enjoyed the whole show 

• I didn’t really understand what was going on most of the time 

•  Overall, I enjoyed the show 

Urban Moves 08Urban Moves 08Urban Moves 08Urban Moves 08    

• How would you rate the following aspects of the Urban Moves Festival? 
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replied ‘Not much’ and 0%0%0%0% replied ‘Not at all’, indicating that this was a highly 

enjoyable experience for most attendees.  

 

A number of the surveys attempted to break down exactly which elements of the 

performances had provided the most pleasure. Respondents attending The WeddingThe WeddingThe WeddingThe Wedding 

DanceDanceDanceDance were asked to specify what they had enjoyed most about the show. Over two 

thirds (69.9%)(69.9%)(69.9%)(69.9%) stated ‘the dancing’, with a further 17.5% indicating ‘the story’, 15.4% 

‘the music’ and 7.5% ‘the characters.’ 

 

Respondents at the MEN Reader Events and Dance Journeys were also queried 

about impressions of the dancing and understanding of the performance.  

 

72%72%72%72% at the MEN Reader Events and 68%68%68%68% of those at the Dance Journeys strongly 

agreed with the statement ‘I thought the performers were fabulous’, indicating that 

the standard of performance was a key factor in the enjoyment of the performance. 

 

66%66%66%66% and 80%80%80%80% at MEN Reader Events and Dance Journeys slightly or strongly 

disagreed that they had not ‘really underst[oo]d what was going on most of the time’, 

with only 34%34%34%34% and 19%19%19%19% respectively strongly or slightly agreeing. This would seem to 

dispel the common misperception that dance is an obscure or impenetrable artform. 

 

The production was more enjoyable than I thought and we could follow the plot 

relatively easily. The storyline and content were approachable, although I am not 

sure I understood if there was a deeper meaning to it. But as a story it was fine. 

[Dance Journeys: James Son of James] 

 

Qualitative feedback gathered from the other shows highlighted other factors 

influencing and/or enhancing enjoyment of the event: the costumes and set, the 
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music, the venue, and additional information given about the performance or 

company (programmes were considered important and pre/post performance talks 

were welcomed). As has previously been noted in 5.3.4 Barriers: Artform, there are 

clear links between understanding and enjoying dance. 

 

5.6.25.6.25.6.25.6.2 Expectations and ExperienceExpectations and ExperienceExpectations and ExperienceExpectations and Experience    

Those attending the MEN Reader Events and Dance Journeys were asked to indicate 

their overall experience of the show against their expectations of enjoyment. Nearly Nearly Nearly Nearly 

two thirdstwo thirdstwo thirdstwo thirds of the respondents for both initiatives stated ‘More than I expected to’, 

thus indicating that both initiatives were successful in developing a new audience for 

dance.  

At Urban Moves 08, 49%49%49%49% of respondents said that the ‘quality of performances’ was 

better than expected. 52%52%52%52% also said that the event location was ‘better than 

expected’. Perceptions around outdoor performances (and how they are changing) is 

an area that would bear future study. 

 

ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    

• Both the DD project and the associated eventswere a highly enjoyable 

experience for a high majority of respondents. A significant number also 

stated at a number of events that it exceeded expectations  
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5.75.75.75.7 ImpactImpactImpactImpact of the DD  of the DD  of the DD  of the DD projectprojectprojectproject    

 

The DD project aimed to develop new audiences for dance in Greater Manchester. Its 

success in achieving this is assessed by the engagement of new audiences, and of 

the impact of the project in changing future attendance behaviour. 

 

5.7.15.7.15.7.15.7.1 Previous dance attendancePrevious dance attendancePrevious dance attendancePrevious dance attendance    

 

 

 

The aim of the DD project was to create inviting opportunities for those who had 

never attended dance before. To assess whether the initiatives had been successful 

in this, respondents were asked about their previous attendance behaviour. 

 

Urban Moves and Big Dance hold dance showcases and events at various public 

(usually outdoor) sites in Greater Manchester and the North West. Attendees at these 

Urban Moves 05Urban Moves 05Urban Moves 05Urban Moves 05    

• Have you been to dance events before? 

Urban Moves/Big Dance 06Urban Moves/Big Dance 06Urban Moves/Big Dance 06Urban Moves/Big Dance 06    

• Is this your first time to a dance event?     

Alice In WonderlandAlice In WonderlandAlice In WonderlandAlice In Wonderland    

• Is this your first visit to the ballet? 

The Wedding DanceThe Wedding DanceThe Wedding DanceThe Wedding Dance    

• Before The Wedding Dance, had you ever been to a show involving dance? 

Cyrano de BergeracCyrano de BergeracCyrano de BergeracCyrano de Bergerac    

• Do you ever attend dance/ballet performances? 

Big Dance 08Big Dance 08Big Dance 08Big Dance 08    

• Is this the first time you have attended a dance event?  

Urban Moves 08Urban Moves 08Urban Moves 08Urban Moves 08    

• Were you aware of the Urban Moves festival before your visit today? 

• When was the last time you attended a dance event? 
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events range from people who have actively sought out the events to those who are 

passing by and have become drawn in. Recurring patterns in the research indicate 

that around 50%50%50%50% of respondents are non or lapsed attendees. This is an impressive 

percentage of new attendees for any event. 

 

At Urban Moves 2005, 44%44%44%44% of respondents had never been to dance events before: 

at Urban Moves/Big Dance 2006. 53.53.53.53.2%2%2%2% replied that it was their first time to dance 

event. At Big Dance 2008, it was the first time at a dance event for 55.4%55.4%55.4%55.4% of 

respondents. For Urban Moves 2008, only 26%26%26%26% had never attended a dance event: 

the original analysis suggests that this was because of the increased occurrence of 

free dance festivals in Manchester over the past few years, meaning it is perhaps 

getting more difficult to reach truly first-time attendees.  A further 29%29%29%29% had not 

attended a dance event in the past 6 months. 

 

43%43%43%43% of respondents to the ENB production of Alice in Wonderland replied ‘Yes’ to the 

question ‘Is this your first visit to the ballet?’. The survey was distributed post 

performance to the 50 people who had booked tickets via the special offer after the 

Gallery Oldham Open Day. The trip to the performance had been designed to 

specifically engage first time attendees by removing perceived barriers such as 

transport, parking and ticket cost. That only 57%57%57%57% of respondents were not actually 

first time attendees (particularly given such a short run of tickets) is not particularly 

encouraging.    

 

The surveys for The Wedding Dance, and for the British Dance Editions were sent out 

to mailing lists from theatres in the North West, thus implying a pre existing interest 

from the respondents in the arts. The Octagon does not usually program dance, while 

BDE was part of a dance industry event – the mailing lists would therefore be 

expected to include a number of dance professionals, as well as regular attenders. 

11.6%11.6%11.6%11.6% of respondents to The Wedding Dance replied ‘No’ to the question ‘Before The 

Wedding Dance, had you ever been to a show involving dance?’, while 46.9%46.9%46.9%46.9% replied 
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that the ‘main reason that motivated you to’ attend was because they ‘enjoy 

watching dance’. Only 9.6%9.6%9.6%9.6% replied that the main reason for attendance was 

because they ‘wanted to try something new/different.’ From the British Dance 

Editions survey, only 2.5%2.5%2.5%2.5% had not attended in the past two years.  

 

23%23%23%23% of respondents to the Online survey had not been to a dance event before. The 

survey was publicised online as part of a DD initiative, meaning that it may have been 

more attractive to those who already had an interest in dance rather than non-

attenders.  

 

At Urban Moves 08, only 26%26%26%26% of respondents had never attended a dance event 

before. 

‘This is very low compared to Big Dance 2006, where a staggering 53% of attendees 

had never been to a dance event before. It is also low compared to Urban Moves 

2005, where 44% of attendees were attending a dance event for the very first time. 

Indeed, the increased occurrence of free dance festivals in Manchester such as 

Urban Moves means that perhaps it is getting more difficult to reach truly first time 

attendees.’ 

 

This indicates that the majority of respondents attending these shows as a result of 

the DD project were not first time attendees. In addition, the two longest running 

initiatives – MEN Reader Events and Dance Journeys – did not assess whether 

respondents were first time attendees: the nature of these events made this difficult 

to monitor. 

 

The methodology used by these events to attract an atypical dance audience was 

comprehensive. The Reader Events were advertised in the MEN with the tagline 

‘Discover Dance for the first time with our exclusive £x reader offer’ in order to 

attract an atypical audience. Approximately 700 people attended Reader Events. For 

the Dance Journeys, surveys were only distributed to those who had indicated they 
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had never attended a dance event before.  In addition, it was felt that while ‘…on the 

whole the Dance Journeys initiative was successful in introducing new audiences to 

dance’ but that there was a great difficulty in tracking attendees after first visit: 

Therefore, it was impossible to know how many first time attendees became 

frequent/loyal attendees. 

 

Although no empirical data captured exactly how many of those who took up the offer 

were first time attendees, some of the qualitative feedback from these events 

captured how successful this was, as does the exploration of impacts in 5.5.1 

Behaviour change. 

 

‘Seeing Madame Butterfly was a real ‘first’ for me – I am not sure it is my cup of tea 

but thank you very much for helping me fulfil an ambition to see a ballet. An  Opera 

next!’ [Dance Journeys, NBT] 

 

‘Absolutely brilliant – my first experience of ballet!’ [MEN Reader Events, NBT Three 

Musketeers 

 

‘Thank you for the introduction to creative dance ’[MEN Reader Events, Richard 

Alston] 
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5.7.25.7.25.7.25.7.2 Behaviour changeBehaviour changeBehaviour changeBehaviour change    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Of the 44% of respondents who had never attended at a dance event before Urban 

Moves 05, 87%87%87%87% said they would come to a dance event again. 

 

87%87%87%87% of those at the MEN Reader Events and 91%91%91%91% at the Dance Journeys strongly or 

slightly agreed that ‘This performance has given me a real interest in Dance. I would 

love to see another dance event very soon.’ In addition, 89%89%89%89% (MEN Reader Events) 

and 94%94%94%94% (Dance Journeys) would recommend dance to their friends as an 

entertainment option.  

 

When asked if their experience at the dance performances meant that they would 

attend further dance performances, the response was overwhelmingly positive. 97%97%97%97% 

Urban Moves 05Urban Moves 05Urban Moves 05Urban Moves 05    

• Would you come to a dance event again? 

UM/BD 06UM/BD 06UM/BD 06UM/BD 06    

• Now you have been to this event would you attend dance events in the future… 

MEN Reader Events/Dance JourneysMEN Reader Events/Dance JourneysMEN Reader Events/Dance JourneysMEN Reader Events/Dance Journeys    

• This performance has given me a real interest in Dance. I would love to see another 
dance event very soon. 

• I would recommend dance to my friends as an entertainment option 

Alice in WonderlandAlice in WonderlandAlice in WonderlandAlice in Wonderland    

• Would you come to the ballet again? 

The Wedding DanceThe Wedding DanceThe Wedding DanceThe Wedding Dance    

• Have you been to any dance performances since The Wedding Dance? 

• Are you more or less likely to attend dance performances in the future after going to The 
Wedding Dance? 

Cyrano de BergeracCyrano de BergeracCyrano de BergeracCyrano de Bergerac    

• Would you consider taking up the offer for Birmingham Royal Ballet at the Lowry? 

Urban Moves 08Urban Moves 08Urban Moves 08Urban Moves 08    

• After attending the event today, how likely are you to… 
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of Alice In Wonderland respondents replied that they would go to another ballet 

performance. 63.7%63.7%63.7%63.7% of those at The Wedding Dance hoped to go to another dance 

performance sometime in the future, and 33.6%33.6%33.6%33.6% had already attended another 

dance performance or booked tickets for future performances. 45.2%45.2%45.2%45.2% stated that 

they were ‘More likely’ to attend dance performances in the future after going to The 

Wedding Dance. 

 

Only 33%33%33%33% of respondents at Cyrano de Bergerac stated that they would ‘consider 

taking up the offer for Birmingham Royal Ballet at the Lowry’ after attending the 

performance at the Royal Exchange. As has already been explored, this indicates that 

theatre audiences do not necessarily cross over with dance audiences: an area which 

may bear further audience research and development. 

 

Respondents to Urban Moves 08 had the following responses: 

Fig 12: Urban MoFig 12: Urban MoFig 12: Urban MoFig 12: Urban Moves 08 ves 08 ves 08 ves 08 ---- Impact Impact Impact Impact    

After attending the evAfter attending the evAfter attending the evAfter attending the eveeeent today, how likely are you to…nt today, how likely are you to…nt today, how likely are you to…nt today, how likely are you to…    

 Very likely Likely Unlikely Very unlikely Don’t know 

Attend this event 
again 

47%47%47%47%    33% 6% 3% 10% 

Attend similar 
dance events 

38% 41%41%41%41%    9% 2% 9% 

Become more 
interested in dance 

29% 39%39%39%39%    18% 5% 10% 

Participate in other 
dance 
events/activities 

24% 32%32%32%32%    24% 9% 12% 

 

 

ConclusionsConclusionsConclusionsConclusions    

• The methodology used by the surveys made it difficult to track the success of 

the events in the form of repeat visits and new audiences for dance. 
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• However, the experience of attending dance performances as part of the DD 

initiatives and other associated events impacted favourably on the majority of 

audiences and succeeded in encouraging them to attend dance performances 

in future. 
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6666 Appendix (i) Appendix (i) Appendix (i) Appendix (i) Discover Dance Discover Dance Discover Dance Discover Dance ResearchResearchResearchResearch Summary Summary Summary Summary    
 
This summary is taken from the final report of the Discover Dance project – 
available on request from AAM.  
 
Throughout the project data was collected via the following activities: 
 
Urban Moves 2005Urban Moves 2005Urban Moves 2005Urban Moves 2005    
This piece of audience research was commissioned by DiGM and undertaken by 
Arts About Manchester. Data was collected at site specific locations during the 3-
day festival. 415 responses were collected. The survey questions focused on 
attendance, marketing, profile and impact. A report was produced presenting the 
results of the analysis in summer 2005. 
 
Big Dance (with Urban Moves) 2006Big Dance (with Urban Moves) 2006Big Dance (with Urban Moves) 2006Big Dance (with Urban Moves) 2006    
This research was commissioned by Arts Council England to evaluate attendance 
and assess the event’s impact on both attendance and participation in dance. It 
also assessed the audience profile, motivations, and perceptions. The research 
was undertaken by Arts About Manchester and a report was presented to ACE in 
September 2006. 
 
Online SurveyOnline SurveyOnline SurveyOnline Survey    
The web survey was hosted for a period of 18 months (Jul 06-Jan 08). People 
were invited to complete the survey via various channels, including the ArtsList 
website & e-newsletters, the AAM website, and links on member/partner 
websites. The survey focused on attendance, experience, barriers and 
motivations. A report was produced presenting the results in February 2008. 
 
MEN Reader Events MEN Reader Events MEN Reader Events MEN Reader Events –––– Audience Feedback Audience Feedback Audience Feedback Audience Feedback    
Attenders to the Reader Events were asked to stay back and complete feedback 
forms after the performances. The questions focused on their experience and the 
impact of the event. The results were collated, analysed and fed back to partners 
at the quarterly project meetings. 
 
Dance Journeys Dance Journeys Dance Journeys Dance Journeys –––– Non Non Non Non----DanceDanceDanceDance----Attenders Data CaptAttenders Data CaptAttenders Data CaptAttenders Data Capture ure ure ure     
A Discover Dance branded data-capture postcard was produced to collect contact 
information from new dance audiences/non-attenders. The postcards were 
distributed to audiences at member venues after non-dance shows. The data was 
used to create a list of non-dance-attenders for the Dance Journeys initiative. 
(Data collected at Urban Moves 2005 was also fed into this database).  
 
Dance Journeys Dance Journeys Dance Journeys Dance Journeys ---- Audience Feedback Audience Feedback Audience Feedback Audience Feedback    
Feedback was gathered from Dance Journeys attenders after the performances 
via email. The questions focused on their experience and the impact of the event.  
The results have been collated and incorporated into the final research & 
evaluation report. 
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The Wedding Dance Audience ResearchThe Wedding Dance Audience ResearchThe Wedding Dance Audience ResearchThe Wedding Dance Audience Research    
A two page survey was mailed to approximately 1,000 bookers of The Wedding 
Dance at the Octagon Theatre in Bolton in February and March 2007. We 
received 292 responses. Each person who responded by a certain date was 
entered into a draw to win one of five pairs of tickets to see Lady Salsa at the 
Palace Theatre in Manchester. The aim of the research was to investigate the 
barriers, motivations and impact of attending this show and dance in general. A 
report analysing the responses was produced in Aug 2007. 
 
Cyrano de Bergerac Audience ResearchCyrano de Bergerac Audience ResearchCyrano de Bergerac Audience ResearchCyrano de Bergerac Audience Research    
A selection of attenders were surveyed after the drama production of Cyrano de 
Bergerac at the Royal Exchange Theatre in December 2007. The survey focused 
on the cross-over between dance and drama attenders, also asking questions 
around attendance and barriers to attendance. Respondents were asked if 
interested in discounted tickets to see a ballet production of Cyrano de Bergerac 
by BRB at The Lowry in February 2008. The results of this research have been 
incorporated into the final research & evaluation report. 
 
British Dance British Dance British Dance British Dance Editions 2008 Editions 2008 Editions 2008 Editions 2008 –––– Attender Survey Attender Survey Attender Survey Attender Survey    
This piece of research was commissioned by BDE08 and supported by the 
Discover Dance Project. A two page questionnaire was distributed by post to a 
sample of 3902 people from attender mailing lists supplied by various North West 
dance venues and organisations. Most of the mailing data came from the three 
main dance venues in Liverpool (Liverpool Playhouse, Unity Theatre, Empire 
Theatre). We received 124 responses. The survey was incentivised with a prize 
draw to win tickets to see one of BDE’s Triple Bill shows at Liverpool’s Empire 
Theatre. The research focused on respondents’ attendance to dance (including 
willingness to travel), motivations and barriers. A report analysing the responses 
was produced in March 2008. 
  
BritishBritishBritishBritish Dance Editions 2008  Dance Editions 2008  Dance Editions 2008  Dance Editions 2008 –––– Audience Survey Audience Survey Audience Survey Audience Survey    
Again this research was commissioned by BDE08 and supported by the Discover 
Dance Project. A two page questionnaire was distributed to the audience at the 
Liverpool Empire Theatre during two British Dance Edition performances held on 
31st January 2008 and 2nd February 2008. As an incentive, respondents were 
entered into a prize draw to win tickets for the performance by Akram Khan 
Company, part of the LEAP 08 Contemporary Dance Festival. We gathered 206 
responses. The research focused on audience profile and barriers to attending 
dance. A report analysing the responses was produced in April 2008. 
 
Urban Moves 2008Urban Moves 2008Urban Moves 2008Urban Moves 2008    
This research was commissioned by DiGM and support by the Discover Dance 
Project. To evaluate the success of the festival an audience survey was 
distributed during the event (421 responses were collected) and a peer review 
was conducted via a web-survey (22 responses were received). The audience 
survey focused on profile, experience and impact. The peer review concentrated 
on impact and experience to help inform future events. Arts About Manchester 
presented a report to DiGM in October 2008. 
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Big Dance 2008Big Dance 2008Big Dance 2008Big Dance 2008    
The research was commissioned by Arts Council England and supported by the 
Discover Dance Project. Audiences at three events were asked to complete a 
questionnaire to assess the impact and success of Big Dance. The survey 
captured information around profile, motivations & barriers to attendance, 
perceptions of the art-form and marketing. A report was completed in August 
2008. 
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7777 Appendix (Appendix (Appendix (Appendix (iiiiiiii): ): ): ): Acorn Categories and GroupsAcorn Categories and GroupsAcorn Categories and GroupsAcorn Categories and Groups    
 
1.1.1.1. Wealthy AchieversWealthy AchieversWealthy AchieversWealthy Achievers    
These are some of the most successful and affluent people in the UK. They live in 
wealthy, high status rural, semi-rural and suburban areas of the country. Middle-
aged or older people predominate, with many empty nesters and wealthy retired. 
These people are very well educated and most are employed in managerial and 
professional occupations. Many own their own business. 
 
These people are well established at the top of the social ladder. They enjoy all 
the advantages of being healthy, wealthy and confident consumers. 
 
    
2.2.2.2. Urban ProsperityUrban ProsperityUrban ProsperityUrban Prosperity    
These people are well educated and mostly prosperous people living in our major 
towns and cities. They include both older wealthy people living in the most 
exclusive parts of London and other cities, and highly educated younger 
professionals moving up the corporate ladder. This category also includes some 
well educated but less affluent individuals, such as students and graduates in 
their first jobs. 
 
These people have a cosmopolitan outlook and enjoy their urban lifestyle. They 
like to eat out in restaurants, go to the theatre and cinema and make the most of 
the culture and nightlife of the big city. 
 
    
3.3.3.3. Comfortably OffComfortably OffComfortably OffComfortably Off    
This category contains much of ‘middle-of-the-road’ Britain. Most people are 
comfortably off. They may not be wealthy, but they have few major financial 
worries. 
 
All lifestyles are represented in this category. Younger singles and couples, just 
starting out on their careers, are the dominant group in some areas. Other areas 
have mostly stable families and empty nesters, especially in suburban or semi-
rural locations. Comfortably off pensioners, living in retirement areas around the 
coast or in the countryside, form the other main group in this category. 
 
Educational qualifications tend to be in line with the national average. This 
category incorporates the home-owning, stable and fairly comfortable backbone 
of modern Britain. 
 
 
4.4.4.4. Moderate MeansModerate MeansModerate MeansModerate Means    
This category contains much of what used to be the country’s industrial 
heartlands. Many people are still employed in traditional, blue-collar occupations. 
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Others have become employed in service and retail jobs as the employment 
landscape has changed. 
 
In the better off areas, incomes are in line with the national average and people 
have reasonable standards of living. However, in other areas, where levels of 
qualifications are low, incomes can fall below the national average. There are also 
some isolated pockets of unemployment and long-term illness.  
 
This category also includes some neighbourhoods with very high concentrations 
of Asian families on low incomes. 
 
Overall, the people in this category have modest lifestyles, but are able to get by. 
    
    
5.5.5.5. Hard PressedHard PressedHard PressedHard Pressed    
This category contains the poorest areas of the UK. Unemployment is well above 
the national average. Levels of qualifications are low and those in work are likely 
to be employed in unskilled occupations. Household incomes are low and there 
are high levels of long-term illness in some areas. 
 
There are a large number of single adult households, including many single 
pensioners and lone parents. In some neighbourhoods, there are high numbers of 
black and Asian residents. 
 
These people are experiencing the most difficult social and economic conditions 
in the whole country, and appear to have limited opportunity to improve their 
circumstances 


